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Are you passionate about Software Engineering, Data Science as well as AI and want to contribute to 
the development of a strategic technological vision and direction? Keep on reading because we’re 
hiring: 

Data Scientist/Engineer (Junior / Student-Trainee) 

Become a part of a Big Data, AI and Software Engineering dedicated team that will work on 
international enterprise projects. You’re in charge of understanding our customers’ needs, designing 
solutions and implementing business use cases, from data ingestion to data modelling, data 
processing and data-out. 

 
Responsibilities and tasks include: 
§ Assist in building databases, data integration, and data model development. 
§ Collaborate on designing AI algorithms and integrating models into applications. 
§ Support documentation of data platforms and processes. 
§ Aid users in utilizing and maintaining data platforms and analytics solutions. 
§ Contribute to BI solutions, reports, and dashboards development. 
§ Define and implement software architecture, tech-stack, and data-driven processes. 
§ Collaborate with cross-functional teams to meet user needs and explain proposed solutions to 

stakeholders. 

Requirements expected: 
§ Degree or enrolled student in IT-related fields such as (Business) Informatics, Software 

Development, Data Science/Engineering, or related disciplines. 
§ Proficient in at least one programming language (Python, SQL, Java, Kotlin, Scala, C#) 
§ Basic understanding of data modeling methods and data integration processes (ETL / ELT). 
§ Competence in data visualization & presentation using tools such as Power BI. 
§ Independent and structured work approach, teamwork, and strong communication skills. 
§ Nice to have: Experience in Machine Learning and generative AI 

What we offer: 
§ Continuous education and improvement by working on large-scale projects for international 

corporations with some of the most skilled people in the industry sector 
§ Modern workstation in Zagreb, Varaždin or Osijek 
§ Flexible working schedule and a possibility to work from home 
§ Competitive salary depending on experience 

Interested in learning more? 
If this sounds like a good fit, apply now and get involved in something great! Submit your application 
to work@theswissdigital.ch. 
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